194	YOU CAN'T BE TO° CAREFUL
That would be a slap in the face for her, anyhow.
He indulged in reveries of unfaithfulness.    Pick ur« a girl
somewhere.    Pick up a nice girl and lead a double life!    He'd
got ail the time he needed to do that sort of thing now.
You had to be careful, though.    You had to look out for the
gold-diggers.    In reveries he could be unfaithful on a mag-
nificent scale, but when it came to practical realisation, he
found a thorny zareba between himself and external woman-
kind.    He was still haunted by the hygienic nightmares of
Dr Scaber, and also you couldn't make much of a score
against Evangeline out of an affair with a street-walker.   He
would wrander about for hours, with a vague dream of accost-
ing some frail but credulous beauty.    He would follow women
about the streets, and sometimes they were evidently aware of
it and amused.    They would glance at him just sufficiently
to keep him in tow.    Several times he carried adventure to
the point of standing beside one of them about one o'clock
and saying, ** How about a spot of lunch, eh ?"    Twice the
invitation was" accepted, but in each case the lady had an
urgent engagement in the afternoon, which in its way was as
much a relief as a disappointment, for he didn't know in the
least where to take her Tor her seduction.    A barmaid who
would smile at him drew him like a magnet.    Every barmaid
has a clientele of smile-purchasers and undertone gossips,
whether she wants it or not.   For the name of the vague,
sexually maundering Tewler is Legion.
There was a coming and going of servants in the little home.
At Doober's Edward Albert had regarded the incessantly
changing slaveys with a profound terror mixed with an
increasing desire. He had been wont to dream of his first
glimpse of that sort of indecorum. Now, as master of the
house, he could not fail to regard the various efforts of
Evangeline to secure a satisfactory domestic as putting acces*
sible females within reach of him. He had his eye on them and
they felt his eye on them.
Evangeline went to a Servants' Registry for her servants,
and Servants* Registries do not make their money by bring-
ing together domestic treasures and irreproachable employers.

